Protein2Vec: Aligning Multiple PPI Networks with Representation Learning.
Research of Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network Alignment is playing an important role in understanding the crucial underlying biological knowledge such as functionally homologous proteins and conserved evolutionary pathways across different species. In this paper, we propose a novel alignment method to map only those proteins with the most similarity throughout the PPI networks of multiple species. For the similarity features of the protein in the networks, we integrate both topological features with biological characteristics to provide enhanced supports for the alignment procedures. For topological features, we propose to apply a representation learning method on the networks that can generate a low dimensional vector embedding with its surrounding structural features for each protein. The topological similarity of proteins from different PPI networks can thus be transferred as the similarity of their corresponding vector representations, which provides a new way to comprehensively quantify the topological similarities between proteins. We also propose a new measure for the topological evaluation of the alignment results which better uncover the structural quality of the alignment across multiple networks. Both biological and topological evaluations on the alignment results of real datasets demonstrate our approach is promising and preferable against the previous multiple alignment methods.